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ABSTRACT

Quests are a fundamental storytelling mechanism used by
computer role-playing games to engage players in the
game’s narrative. Although role-playing games have
evolved in many different ways in the last years, their basic
narrative structure is still based on static plots manually
created by game designers. In this paper, we present a
method for the generation of dynamic quests based on
hierarchical task decomposition and planning under nondeterminism. The proposed approach combines planning,
execution, and monitoring to efficiently handle
nondeterministic events and support quests with multiple
endings that affect the game’s narrative and create
interactive and dynamic story plots. These plots are directly
or indirectly affected by player’s actions and decisions.
Furthermore, this paper presents the concept of hierarchical
quests.
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INTRODUCTION

Challenges and actions that entertain players are the core of
the gameplay provided by the games [3]. Role-playing
games (RPGs) in particular deliver challenges through
quests, which are a fundamental mechanism for narrative
progression and provide players with concrete goals that
guide the gameplay. However, most of the current RPGs
are still using static quests with plots manually created by
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game designers. This type of quest reduces the player’s
sense of agency (i.e. the sense of the player as the agent of
his/her own actions) if the authors are not able to anticipate
all the player’s actions during the development of the game.
In addition, traditional quests often fail in providing the
player with the ability of interfering in the main plotline of
the game. Usually, they offer only localized consequences
in the narrative without real effects in main storyline.
Recently, the automatic generation of quests has attracted
the attention of the research community [7, 26, 36].
However, most of the approaches that have been proposed
are designed mainly to offer challenges to players without
concerning about the connections these challenges have
with the main storyline of the game. Research on interactive
storytelling has been exploring the dynamic generation of
interactive narratives since the 1970s and may provide the
proper foundation for the creation of dynamic quests with
focus on the dramatic results of the player’s actions.
The most robust interactive storytelling systems rely on
artificial intelligence techniques, such as planning [17], to
dynamically generate the sequence of narrative events
rather than following predefined branching points. The
techniques that support the dynamic generation of stories
are also useful to maintain the logical coherence of the
entire narrative, which can be divided in multiple chapters,
where each chapter could be a different quest in a game
context. In addition, such techniques also support the
propagation of changes introduced by the players, allowing
them to effectively interact and change the unfolding
stories. However, applying these techniques in a game is
not an easy task, quest generation must intercalate planning
and execution to satisfy the real-time performance
requirements of highly interactive game environments.
Quests must be planned incrementally, plans must be
monitored, and they must be revised as the game world
changes.
In this paper, we explore the use of narrative generation
techniques in the game context and present a new method
for the generation of dynamic quests based on hierarchical
task decomposition and planning under non-determinism.
The proposed approach is capable of generating and
controlling the execution of simple and complex quests
defined in terms of logical operators and multiple authorial
goals. The method also supports quests with multiple
endings, which allows players to effectively affect the main

storyline of the game while maintaining its flow and
coherence. The main objective of this paper is to present
this method and to validate its real-time performance on
highly interactive game environments.
QUESTS

In literature, quests are the essence of romance. Moreover,
multiple adventures can occur in the course of a quest [15,
24]. According to Propp’s analysis of folktales [32], the
main adventure begins when a villainy is committed or a
lack is recognized, after which the hero departs on a
perilous journey, culminating with a struggle against some
sort of adversary. But other adventures often occur,
typically in a preliminary phase wherein the villain makes
preparations, and even after the hero’s victory the quest
may not terminate. Indeed the hero’s return, as happens in
Homer’s Odyssey, may be delayed by a series of
challenging incidents. And his eventual arrival may involve
a confrontation against a false hero, who must be exposed
before the true hero receives the prize.
All these adventures are similarly structured tests for the
hero and the other characters, as noted by Greimas [18], and
the continuation of the story depends on their outcome.
And, to terminate successfully, an adventure may require
some resource, such as a weapon or a potion, whose
obtainment in turn precipitates a secondary adventure, and
so on, recursively, as happens in many tales of the Arabian
Nights.
The quest assumes an even more intricate hierarchical
structure if the outcome of a plan to pursue an adventure is
non-deterministic. In this paper we examine situations
arising from non-determinism, further extended by the
possibility, in case of failure, to try alternative actions,
leading thereby to a variable adventure scheme.
In a quest game, also named Role-Playing Game (RPG),
quests are missions or objectives to be accomplished by
avatars (i.e. game characters controlled by human players).
Basically, there are two RPG types: tabletop RPG and
computer RPG. In a tabletop RPG, also known as a penand-paper RPG, players assume the roles of characters, and
a special person, called the game master (GM), acts as an
organizer, arbitrator, and moderator – all of them gathered
around a table with cards and dice. The most famous RPG
is Dungeons & Dragons, started in 1974 and still being
published in several new editions. Computer RPGs started
with adventure games in text format in 1975 (originally
called MUDs – Multi-User Dungeons). They have evolved
to produce top-rated single-player RPGs (e.g. Skyrim series
[35] and Mass Effect series [27]) and multi-player RPGs
(e.g. World of Warcraft [40]). Modern RPGs are starting
introducing some interactive storytelling techniques,
notably, Apocalypse World [5] as tabletop RPG, and Mass
Effect [27] as computer RPG. However, the narrative
structures of the RPGs are still very simple.

During the last fourteen years, researchers have been
intensifying the search for a quest theory in computer
games [1, 2, 22, 34, 38, 39]. However, no work has yet
fulfilled this challenge, because the concept of narrative in
videogames is not properly understood. There are many
contradictory opinions about the videogame’s narrative:
Aarseth [2] describes it as a “post-narrative discourse”;
Tosca [38] claims that games are not narratives (and only
after the quest has been completed, it can be narrated as a
story); and Jenkins [22] defends a hybrid concept between
games and narratology. Moreover, researchers point out
that computer RPGs lack the richness of the common
creation of a story found in tabletop RPGs [38].
The authors of the present paper believe that a promising
approach to conciliate narratives with games and interactive
storytelling is to provide semantics to narrative events
conceptually similar to Proppian functions [32] through
planning models [10]. What first called our attention was
Propp’s insistence that his predefined 31 functions,
identified as the “constant elements in a tale”, constitute a
sequence, and that “freedom within this sequence is
restricted by very narrow limits which can be easily
formulated”. We realized that, by defining Propp’s
functions on the basis of the STRIPS method [13], this
partial ordering could indeed be easily explained: the preconditions to perform a certain function would be first
fulfilled by the post-conditions (effects: i.e. facts added or
deleted to/from the current state of the world) of other
functions. In turn, narrative plots could then be viewed as
the result of backward-chaining planners. Specifically we
claim that a powerful approach to narrative elements in
interactive quests is to develop dynamic nondeterministic
planning models. This approach empowers computer RPGs
with rich ways of building unexpected stories full of
interesting and meaningful choices for the players. The
present paper proposes a model to support this approach.
RELATED WORKS

There are several works on quest generation and interactive
narratives in the literature. A generic framework for quest
generation is presented by Sullivan et al. [36]. In their
system, a game manager uses the player history and the
current state of the world to dynamically generate and alter
the structure of quests. Their rule-based system is based on
a library of quests and is able to dynamically recombine
them upon generation. During this process, the system
filters possible quest entities through preconditions based
on player history and current world state to create
personalized experiences. Following a similar approach,
Lee and Cho [25] propose a quest generation engine using
Petri net planning [41], where the quest plot consists of
events expressed with Petri net modules, which are selected
according to goal and initial states. Also in the game
context, Arinbjarnar [6] uses Bayesian networks to create
plots for murder mystery games based on a probability map
of typical murder mystery novels.

The combination of quest generation and procedurally
generated game worlds is explored by Ashmore and Nitsche
[7]. Those authors present a quest generator system based
on key and lock puzzles that creates quests inside a playerdriven procedurally generated 3D world. The quest
generation process occurs during the generation of the game
world, where possible locations for keys and locks are
scored by evaluators that are dependent on the procedurally
generated world. In the context of massively multiplayer
online role-playing games (MMORPGs), Pita et al. [31]
explore the problem of assigning compelling and coherent
quests to players. Their approach is based on three playercentric features used to produce relevant quest paths: the
player past experiences (quests memories), his relationship
to the character assigning the quest, and player attributes,
such as performable actions, skills and proximity to the
quest information. These features dictate what the player is
capable of accomplishing and his past memories are used as
a constraint to keep quests within a relevant path.
Some research works deal with quest generation as an
offline problem. Li and Riedl [26] present an offline
algorithm for adapting human-authored game plotlines
according to player’s preferences. Their approach uses a
plan refinement technique based on partial-order planning
to optimize the global structure of the plotline according to
input from a player model, maintain plotline coherence, and
facilitate authorial intent. Another offline approach is
presented by Doran and Parberry [12]. They analyzed over
750 quests from popular RPGs and created a classification
of common quests based on their structure. Using this
classification, those authors propose a system that generates
quests based on the motivation of non-player characters and
a randomly chosen strategy.
The use of planning techniques has also been explored in
other game genres. A classic example is the Goal-Oriented
Action Planning (GOAP) approach [30], which is used to
create the intelligence for non-player characters. In a GOAP
architecture, characters are defined by a set of goals
mapped to a set of trigger conditions. When a goal is
triggered by its activation criteria, the system generates a
plan to achieve the activated goal. Following a similar
approach, Hoang et al. [19] applies Hierarchical Task
Network planning (HTN) to encode strategies to coordinate
teams of bots in first-person shooter games. The use of
HTN combined with the ability of replanning is also
explored by Cavazza et al. [9] to control the behavior of
virtual agents in interactive storytelling environments.
Previous works focus mainly in the generation of
independent quests, without concerning about the way these
quests are linked to each other or to the main storyline of
the game. In addition, most of the previous methods do not
support real player interventions in the game’s narrative,
only localized interferences that may change the order quest
are offered to players. In this paper, we combine
hierarchical quest decomposition and planning under non-

determinism to efficiently create nondeterministic quests
and support interactive and dynamic story plots.
QUEST GENERATION

Our method is based on the definition that a quest consists
of set of tasks to be accomplished by the player (e.g.
gathering and delivering items, killing enemies, protecting
characters). A combination of several story-related quests
can be used to create complex narratives. We can represent
the structure of the game’s narrative as a hierarchy of
quests, where the entire game can be described as a single
quest composed of several sub-quests – which may also
have their own sub-quests (Figure 1). A quest can be
decomposed into primitive events (shaded rectangles in
Figure 1) and/or sub-quests. In Figure 1, the dotted lines
indicate the decomposition and the arrows indicate the
direction of the events. When the story is completed we
have a total order of the events (Event1 to Event7 in the
example of Figure 1). We use the term event to indicate a
primitive action that was executed by the game controller or
imposed by the player.
Quests are logically modeled to have multiple goal states,
so they can be completed in different ways depending on
the player’s actions and decisions. Consequently, the results
of sub-quests can influence the progression of their parent
quests and dynamically change the entire storyline of the
game.

Figure 1. Hierarchy of quests.
Each quest is represented by a planning problem. Therefore,
for each active quest in the game, there is an instance of a
planner and an instance of a controller, which we call Quest
Planner and Quest Monitor respectively.
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the proposed quest
generator system, which is based on the conceptual model
for dynamic planning presented by Ghallab et al. [17]. In
our implementation, the Quest Manager is the main module
of the system and is responsible for controlling multiple
instances of planners and plan monitors. The Quest Planner
is responsible for generating a logical plan of actions to
achieve an authorial goal of the quest from the current state
of the world, while the Quest Monitor is responsible for

monitoring the execution of the plan to verify the
occurrence of changes introduced by the player. The Game
Manager manages the game world by updating the current
World State according to the actions performed by the
Player during the gameplay, which directly affects the
active quests. While performing quests, the Player receives
help from the Player’s Assistant, who monitors the player
progression through the generated quests plans, providing
him/her with tips about his/her next objectives and goals.
The Quest Library contains a database of quests and subquests specified as planning problems, which are
dynamically solved by the Quest Planners in real-time.

o  nameo, precond (o), effect (o), subqo
where
 name(o) is an expression of the form namex1 ,xk  ,
xi is a variable symbol that occurs anywhere in o;
 An action a is applicable to the current world state S if
the preconditions of a (i.e. a set of ground
propositions) hold in S.
 An action a is relevant for a goal G (i.e. a can produce
a state that satisfies G) if
(i)

the effects of a hold in G, and

(ii)

the effects of a hold in any goal of the subquest qi  subq(a).

When subq(o) is not empty, o is referred as a compound
operator otherwise it is a primitive operator. An instance of
a compound operator is a total-order plan (i.e. a totally
ordered sequence of actions), which comes from the
concatenation of the resolutions of all sub-quests. Each subquest is as a classical planning problem.
We consider the cost of doing an action a in a state s as
unitary, i.e. cos t a, s   1 , s  S .
The following examples in a zombie survival game
illustrate the hierarchical quests:
Figure 2. Architecture of the quest generator system.
Hierarchical Quests and the Quest Planner

We define a quest as a planning problem, whose statement
is the following tuple:

Q  P, O, S 0 , H g
where P is a set of atom symbols (also called propositions
or predicates), O is a set of planning operators, S0 is the
initial state (although our planning system uses the current
state of the world as initial state, we keep S0 in the tuple to
be aligned with the formalism of planning processes), and
Hg is the hierarchical set of goals, such that:

S0  P is a set of ground literals, where a literal is an atom
p or the negation of an atom, p, where a negation means
to delete the proposition from the current world state S (i.e.
we use the close-world assumption: a proposition that is not
explicit specified in a state does not hold in that state);
Hg is a totally ordered set of goals:

H g G1 , G2 ,, Gn 
, G1  G2 , G2  G3 ,, Gn1  Gn  ,
where each goal Gi  P is a set of ground literals and the
order Gi  Gj defines the sequence of alternative goals.
An action a is any ground instance of a planning operator
o  O , which is the following tuple:

quest: save-family
s0: character(john), character(anne), place(home),
place(forest), at(john,forest),
at(anne,forest), healthy(john),
infected(anne), safe(home),
path(forest,home), path(home,forest)
G1: healthy(anne), protected(house)
G2: escaped(john)
Operator: take(CH1, CH2, PL1, PL2)
precond: healthy(CH1), infected(CH2), at(CH1,PL1),
at(CH2, PL1), path(PL1, PL2), CH1 ≠ CH2
effects: ¬at(CH1, PL1), ¬at(CH2, PL1),
at(CH1,PL2), at(CH2, PL2)
subq: ∅
Operator: save(CH1, CH2, PL)
precond: healthy(CH1), infected(CH2), at(CH1, PL),
at(CH2, PL), safe(PL), CH1 ≠ CH2
effects: healthy(CH2), ¬infected(CH2)
subq: save-wife
Operator: protect(CH, PL)
precond: healthy(CH), at(CH, PL)
effects: protected(PL)
subq: protect-house
quest: save-wife
s0: character(john), character(anne),
character(oldman), place(home),
place(village), place(hospital),
place(market), item(antidote1),
item(antidote2), at(john,home),
at(anne,home), at(oldman,market),
healthy(john), infected(anne),
at(antidote1,hospital),

has(oldman,antidote2), safe(home),
path(home,village), path(village,home),
path(village,hospital),
path(hospital,village), path(market,village),
path(village,market)
G1: healthy(anne)
G2: dead(anne)

In the above examples we can notice that john, anne , and
oldman are characters; house, village, market,
forest, and hospital are places; john and anne are
both at home; john is healthy, but anne is infected;
antidote is an item that is at the hospital; and there is a
path connecting home with the hospital (amongst other
paths connecting places). Also we can see that if the
compound
operator
save
is
instantiated
as
save(john,anne,home), the sub-quest save-wife will
be triggered, because one of its goal (i.e. healthy(anne))
is amongst the effects of the action save(john,anne,
home).
The game world is logically represented by a state, which
consists of a set of ground propositions S  P defining
characters, objects, locations, and their current situation in
the game world. If a sub-quest is called, the current state of
the world will be used as the initial state of this new subquest. Therefore, when the player causes changes in the
world, the planner recalculate the quest plan using the
modified world state as the initial state of a new classical
planning problem. The proposed algorithm can use any
classical planner for this step of a simple quest. In the
prototype of section 6, we used the HSP2 planner provided
by Bonet and Geffner [8] as a STRIPS-like planner.
Any sub-quest is described as an independent planning
problem in the Quest Library. The Quest Planner adopts a
hierarchy of authorial goals, in the sense that if a higher
goal cannot be achieved, the planner tries its successor. The
planner can fail to achieve a desired goal either if there is
no valid sequence of actions that leads from the initial state
to the goal state; or if the prescribed time limit for searching
for a solution is exceeded. In both cases, the planner tries to
achieve the next successor goal from the authorial goal
hierarchy. For example, the hierarchy of goals for the quest
save-family has two different outcomes that can be
described as follows:
G1: healthy(anne), protected(house)
G2: escaped(john)

where G1 is the primary goal of the quest that establishes
that anne must be healthy and the house must be
protected. If the player modifies the game world in such a
way that G1 becomes unreachable, the planner will try to
find a plan to achieve G2, which requires john to save
himself escaping from the zombies. In the example above
mentioned, if the first goal of the sub-quest save-wife
fails, then the second goal may be accomplished by the
husband killing his wife to save her from the doom of being
a walking mindless monster forever. As a general authorial

rule, the last successor goal should be always achievable to
avoid aborting the story prematurely.
Compound operators represent nondeterministic events that
may have different effects on the story plot depending on
the player’s interferences and decisions while the quest
monitor is performing the sub-quests. Although the
compound operators may have nondeterministic effects on
the quest plan, they are specified with a default list of
deterministic effects according to the primary authorial goal
of its respective sub-quests. The non-determinism of the
compound operators is handled by the Quest Monitor in
real-time during the execution of the quest plan.
Once a quest has started, the planning algorithm proceeds
by searching in the space of world states for a sequence of
actions that leads the player from the current state of the
world to one of the quest’s goals. However, different from a
traditional HTN planning algorithm, and to improve the
performance of the planner, our algorithm does not
decompose the compound operators during the generation
of the initial plan for the quest, what improves the
performance of the planner significantly. The planner
interprets compound operators as primitive ones, and uses
their predefined deterministic effects to generate a plan
without instantiating the events of sub-quests. The plans for
sub-quests are generated by new instances of quest planners
during the execution of the quest plan when the player
reaches a compound operator. In this way, our algorithm
deals with non-determinism efficiently and gracefully.
Quest Monitor

The Quest Monitor is based on a planning approach that
integrates planning, execution, and monitoring. This type of
approach can also be found elsewhere [4, 29]. The Quest
Monitor works together with the Quest Planner to generate
and maintain the coherence of quests in the dynamic and
nondeterministic environment of the game.
For each instance of a Quest Planner, there is a Quest
Monitor in charge of monitoring the execution of its
respective quest plan to verify the occurrence of changes
introduced by the player in the game world that violates
preconditions of the quest events generated by the planner.
In addition, the Quest Monitor is also responsible for
instantiating new Quest Planners and Monitors to plan and
monitor sub-quests described by the compound operators
present in its respective quest plan.
The algorithm for monitoring the execution of quests
continuously checks the current state of the world to verify
the consistency of the quest plan. If it detects that the
current world state is different from the expected state
described in the quest plan, it requests a new plan for the
Quest Planner using the current state of the world as the
initial state for the planning problem. In this way, a new
plan to achieve one of the quest goals starting from the
current state of the world will be generated. In the new
plan, new tasks may be added in order to make the player

returns to the previous storyline of the quests or a
completely different sequence of events may be created to
guide the quests towards a different outcome.
During the execution of the quest plan, the monitoring
algorithm also verifies the occurrence of compound
operators in the plan. If the next expected event of the quest
is defined by a compound operator, a new Quest Planner
and a new Quest Monitor are instantiated to handle the
process of planning and monitoring the execution of the
sub-quest independently. While the player is performing a
sub-quest, the Quest Monitor of its parent quest waits until
the player has finished the sub-quest to resume the
monitoring process.
The process of monitoring the execution of quests and the
capacity of replanning the quest’s events whenever
necessary allows the system to directly support
nondeterministic sub-quests with multiple endings that may
influence the whole narrative of the game. In
nondeterministic sub-quests, player’s actions can induce the
quest to an outcome that may affect the world state in a way
that does not match with the state produced by the
predefined deterministic effects of its respective compound
operator. Consequently, nondeterministic sub-quests can
produce inconsistencies in the plan of their parent quests
depending on the way they end. Such inconsistencies will
be automatically detected by the Quest Monitor, who will
request a new plan to its respective Quest Planner in order
to correct inconsistencies and maintain the game flow and
coherence. In this way, while performing a sub-quest, the
choices made by the player are propagated through the
hierarchy of quests, effectively modifying the narrative of
the game.
Figure 3 illustrates how player actions can modify the plot
of quests and how the combination of planning and
monitoring can support nondeterministic quests and handle
inconsistencies introduced by the player interventions in the
plan of quests. In this example, the player is in a quest to
save the life of his family, after his wife was attacked and
infected by zombies. Plan 1 describes the initial plan
generated to solve the quest “Save family”, which consists
of taking his wife back home, saving her from the Zombie
disease, and protecting his house. The sub-quest “Save
wife” consists of going to the city hospital, getting the
antidote, going back home, and using the antidote to save
the life of his wife. Suppose that when the player is trying
to go back home with the antidote, he is attacked by a
zombie and he breaks the antidote bottle. In this case, the
fact has(player,antidote) describing that the player
has the antidote will be removed from the current state of
the world. When this happens, the Quest Monitor of this
quest will detect an inconsistency in the quest plan (i.e. the
player cannot give the antidote to his wife if he does not
have an antidote). In order to solve this inconsistency, a
new plan will be requested to the Quest Planner, who finds
an alternative plan to achieve the same goal of the previous

plan. In Plan 2, after breaking the bottle of the first
antidote, the player has to go to the market and ask an old
man for an antidote, get the antidote, and go back home to
save his wife. In this new sequence of events, the task of
asking the old man for an antidote involves a dialog where
the player has to answer some questions and, depending on
the answers, the old man may give or not the antidote.
Suppose that the player does not agree with the old man’s
proposal of giving the antidote in return for the betrayal of
all John’s friends. In this case, the fact has(player,
antidote) will not be added to the current state of the
world after the player has completed the quest event. In
addition, there are no more antidotes available in the game
world, what generates a new inconsistency in the quest
plan. This inconsistency will trigger another replanning
procedure, but now the previous quest goal will not be
achievable anymore, which will force the planner to try
another authorial goal. In the resulting plan (Plan 3), after
trying all the alternatives to get an antidote, the only choice
the player has is to go home and see his avatar John kill his
wife to save her from a dreadful destiny. This new sequence
of events affects the resulting world state of the quest “Save
wife”, which introduce an inconsistency in the plan of its
parent quest. In this case, the quest “Protect house” cannot
be executed anymore, because it requires the player’s wife
to be alive. In order to correct this inconsistency, the Quest
Monitor of the parent quest will request a new plan, where
the quest “Protect house” ends up being replaced by the
quest “Escape”.
PLAYER’S ASSISTANT

An interactive quest with nondeterministic events requires a
dynamic mechanism to assist players in their journeys. This
assistant may represent an entity in the game that helps the
player to complete the game quests, through direct
communication acts or through objects and non-player
characters. This idea is inspired by the way some games
integrate player assistants into the gameplay, like The
Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword [37], which includes a
spirit called Fi that guides the player during his adventure
through the game world. Fi provides the player with
information about locations, enemies, and the tasks the
player has to accomplish. This is also explored in the games
of the Metal Gear Solid series [28], where the player is
constantly advised by radio communication about his tasks
and objectives. However, none of these games use
mechanisms for the dynamic generation of tasks. Usually,
player assistants follow predefined scripts.
The Player’s Assistant in the proposed architecture is
implemented as an agent that is constantly monitoring the
player’s progression through the quest’s plans. In this way,
it always knows the next expected events according to the
current plan. This information can be directly or indirectly
used to help the player to know its next objective in the
game. In addition, this information can also be filtered to
inform the player only about important facts and tasks.

research has showed that template-based approaches to
natural language generation are not necessarily inferior to
other approaches [11].
The Player’s Assistant uses a set of predefined primitive
templates T to generate natural language sentences based on
the logical propositions of the plan. For example, the
primitive operator go, which indicates that a characters
must go from one place to another, is associated with the
following template:
{go}: {CH1}, you must go to the {PL2}!

where CH1 and PL2 are variables that will be replaced by
their corresponding parameters of the instantiated primitive
operator. For the event go(john, home, hospital), the
following sentence will be generated:
"John, you must go to the Hospital!"

In some cases, variations of the templates depending on the
parameters are also necessary to guarantee the correct
generation of sentences. In the previous example, if PL2 is
“home”, the generated sentence would be “John, you
must
go
to
the
Home!”, which would be
grammatically incorrect. Such minor inconsistencies are
corrected by creating variations of the generic templates
with predefined parameters.

Figure 3. Example of dynamic quest plans generated by
the planner while the player is performing actions and
progressing through the quest “Save family”.
The statement of our assistance problem is:

H  E , T , f
where E is the set of the next expected events at the current
time , T is the set of all primitive templates, and f is a
function that filters the set E and returns a more adequate
set of events to be announced. The solution of this problem
is a set of sentences in natural language that are appropriate
for the current time .
The events described in the quest plans are represented by
logical ground propositions, which must be translated by
the Player’s Assistant to natural language or other form of
representation so they can be easily understood by the
player. The process of generating natural language
sentences from logical propositions is a well-known task in
the area of natural language processing [33]. Although the
player assistant could be implemented using any state-ofthe-art method of natural language generation [16, 23], we
adopt a more straightforward approach based on simple
templates. We adopt this approach not only to facilitate the
validation of our prototype but mainly because we need real
time performance in quest games. Furthermore, recent

In addition, templates can also be combined to create more
complex sentences depending on the sequence of quest
events. For example, when the player has to go somewhere
to get an artifact, it would be more compelling if the player
assistant tells the player about the reason he has to go to
that place. Situations like that are handled by a chains of
events, which are represented by compound templates. For
example, the chain {go ≺ get} is represented by the
compound template {{go},{get}}, which indicates that
when a go event is followed by a get, the sentences
generated to describe both events can be joined and
presented as a single sentence omitting common elements.
In this case, if both actions are performed by the same
character, the noun will be omitted in the second sentence.
For the sequence of events {go(john, home,
hospital) ≺ get(john, antidote, hospital)},
the following sentence will be generated:
"John, you must go to the Hospital! You need
to get an Antidote!"

Although, the automated assistant can be able to tell the
player about all the actions he must perform to complete
quests, this excessive amount of help may compromise the
gameplay by providing the player with the solutions of all
challenges. This problem can be avoided by filtering the
quest’s events with the filter f and providing the player only
with information about important goals to complete the
quest. For example, telling him to get an antidote without
indicating where the antidote is. The filter f can be applied
to all quests or specific filters may be associated with each
quest for a more precise filtering.

The level of help provided by the Player’s Assistant can be
predetermined by the game designer or automatically
adjusted by the game according to the player skills or
preferences. In addition, the way the help is presented can
also be adjusted to the game style or player preferences. It
can be presented at certain points of the game or only when
the player request assistance. The information can be
presented as dialogs with other characters or as a simple list
of tasks to be completed. However, it is important to notice
that these tasks are not strict goals. The player is free to
explore all possible solutions to complete the quests.
APPLICATION, EVALUATION, AND RESULTS

In order to validate the proposed methods for the dynamic
generation of quests, we developed a prototype 2D RPG
using the proposed architecture to dynamically generate and
control the entire narrative of the game. The narrative
pertains to a zombie survival genre and tells the story of a
family that lives in a world dominated by a zombie plague.
The player controls the brave husband John through several
nondeterministic quests to protect his family and save his
own life.
The prototype RPG is composed of a total of 26 quests (8
deterministic and 18 nondeterministic) with different
hierarchical levels and complexities. The proposed quest
generation method combined with this set of quests is
capable of generating a considerable number of diversified
narratives. In more conventional sequence of events, John’s
wife is attacked by a zombie and she is saved by John, who
finds an antidote. Then, in order to protect his family, John
tries to improve the protection of his house, but his
daughter end up being attacked by another zombie. After
failing in protecting his house, John and his family escape
to a remote island, where they have to build a house and
find supplies to survive. Unfortunately, some zombies also
find their way to the island and attack John and his family
again. John survives the attack, but the future of his family
is still uncertain. Several different stories with happy, sad,

and even dark outcomes can emerge from this basic
storyline depending on the player attitudes, decisions, and
actions while performing nondeterministic quests. John’s
wife and his daughter may survive or not, after being
infected by a zombie, depending on whether the player
succeeds in getting an antidote. After escaping to the island,
the player may fail in the quest of finding supplies and one
or more members of his family may starve to death. John
can even be unable to escape to the island if the player fails
in a quest to get fuel to his boat. This unfortunate event will
force him to escape to a remote mountain, where a
complete different story takes place. Figure 4 shows the
sequence of actions the player has to perform in the
prototype RPG to complete the quest “Save wife”, whose
plans were previously illustrated in Figure 3.
In the prototype, we used the PDDL language to describe
the planning problem [13]. The following example shows
the specification of the operator use-antidote:
(:action use-antidote
:parameters (?c - character ?x - item
?y - character ?w - location)
:precondition (and (character-at ?c ?w)
(healthy ?c)(character-at ?y ?w)
(has ?c ?x)(antidote ?x))
:effect (and (healthy ?y)(not (has ?c ?x)))
)

One of the main drawbacks of classical planning algorithms
is related to their high computational complexity that grows
according to the number of objects and operators involved
in the planning problems. In order to evaluate the scalability
of the proposed quest generation method, we conducted a
performance test comparing the time necessary to generate
a valid plan of actions for five quests selected from our
prototype RPG with increasing levels of complexity. Table
1 shows some statistics of the selected quests, where the
solution cost is given by the number of events of the
generated quest ( cos t a, s   1 ).

Figure 4. Sequence of actions to complete the quest “Save wife” in the prototype RPG (see Figure 3).

Quest 1

Quest 2

Quest 3

Quest 4

Quest 5

Objects

12

16

20

22

36

Operators

4

6

8

9

15

Solution
Cost

9

10

17

25

32

Table 1. Evaluated quests with increasing number of objects
(characters, locations and items), operators, and solution cost.

For the evaluation test, we created two versions of the
selected quests: the first one was defined as a single
planning problem, and the second used the proposed
approach of dividing quests into sub-quests and then
creating plans incrementally as the player progresses
through the quests. For the two versions of each quest, we
used our planner to find a valid plan of actions to complete
the quest according to its initial and goal states. The time
spent by the algorithm to complete the task was then
calculated and compared. The computer used to run the
experiment was an Intel Xeon E5620, 2.40 GHZ CPU, 24
GB of RAM using a single core to process the planning
algorithm.
The results of the performance tests are shown in Figure 5.
The left bar of each quest correspond to the time spent by
the algorithm to find a valid solution to the quest defined as
a single planning problem and the right bar indicates the
time required to solve the same quest problem defined as a
hierarchy of sub-quests. The different colors of the right
bars (indicated by numbers) correspond to the time spent by
the planning algorithm to solve each sub-quest individually.
The performance gain is clearly shown in Figure 5 (it is
important to notice that the time is presented in a
logarithmic scale).

the system to update the quest plans in real-time. The player
performs the quests without noticeable delays.
The results of the performance experiment confirm the
received wisdom that the process of generating quest plans
becomes more complex as more objects and operators are
added to their respective planning problems. The results
also show that generating plans for complex quests using a
traditional planning approach quickly become intractable
(even for very fast traditional planning algorithms as the
HSP2 available at [21]). In our experiment, the process to
find a plan to solve Quest 5 spent more than 12 seconds,
which is a huge amount of time for a game that must be
executed in real-time. Our approach of dividing quests in
sub-quests can significantly reduce the amount of
processing time required to generate solutions for the quest
problems. Using our method, the complete plan to solve
Quest 5 was generated in 0.48 seconds. In addition, our
approach generates plans incrementally as the player
progress through the game, intercalating planning and
execution, which divides the planning process in multiple
stages.
CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a new method for the generation
of dynamic quests based on hierarchical task decomposition
and planning under non-determinism. We propose the
concept of hierarchical quests as the basis for that method.
The proposed method combines planning, execution, and
monitoring to efficiently handle nondeterministic events
and support quests with multiple endings that affect the
game’s narrative. Furthermore, the method creates
interactive and dynamic story plots that are directly or
indirectly affected by player’s actions and decisions at realtime. Also we propose a pragmatic model for assisting the
player during his/her quest experience, which is a templatebased model adapted to the dynamic quest world.
Our approach provides game designers with new ways of
imagining and creating narratives for games using dynamic
and nondeterministic quests. We believe that this form of
interactive narratives can expand the boundaries of
traditional games towards new forms of interactive
storytelling, allowing players to make their own decisions
and create their own narrative experiences.

Figure 5. Results of the performance test. The left bars
indicate the time spent by the planner to solve the quests
as a single planning problem and the right bars represent
the total time required to solve them as a hierarchy of
sub-quests. Time is presented in a logarithmic scale.
Although our method for dynamically generating quest
plans requires replanning procedures every time the player
performs an action that modifies the world state in an
unexpected way, the efficiency of the quest planner allows

Although the developed prototype RPG is still very simple,
it demonstrates the capacity of the proposed method to
generate and control the execution of nondeterministic
quests for games with dynamic narrative plots. However,
more tests in more complex scenarios are still necessary.
Another import future work is to evaluate some key aspects
of the authoring process, including the authoring
expressiveness, complexity and the level of control the
human author may have over the game’s narrative.
Furthermore, user studies are also necessary to evaluate our
method from the player’s perspective.
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